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The Business Board is recommended to:
Note the Growth Works programme performance up to 31 May
2022 (Q6 is April 2022 to 30th June 2022).

1.

Purpose

1.1

To note the financial and non-financial performance of Growth Works and request
any required changes to reporting going forward.

1.2

To note and comment upon the programme performance up to 31 May 2022. The
performance is up until 31 May 2022, although the charts are for Q6, that being April 2022 to
end of June 2022, so there is effectively still a month’s activity to conclude the Q6 period.

2.

Growth Works Service Line Performance

2.1

Growth Works is a programme which is designed for high growth / scale up businesses and
is managed by the Cambridgeshire Peterborough Business Growth Company Limited
(Growth Co), which is a subsidiary of the Combined Authority. Growth Co manages the
Growth Works contract on behalf of the Combined Authority, and the contract itself is led by
Gateley Economic Growth Services (GEG) and a number of other private sector consortia
partners. The data in this pack is provided to Growth Co and the Combined Authority
monthly, and there is a formal contractual meeting held with GEG and the consortia. In
addition, Growth Co has a board, which meets on a quarterly basis. The performance of the
Growth Works contract is reported to the Business Board and Skills Committee on a
quarterly basis and the Combined Authority on a six-month cycle.

2.2

Overall performance of the programme is solid, with four out of the five service lines working
well contractually, although close focus is underway in Coaching, specifically on ERDF ‘nudge
grants’ and the number of businesses provided with a diagnostic and then starting a coaching
journey. Growth Co and Gateley Economic Growth Services (GEG), the prime contractor, is
working closely with YTKO, who deliver the coaching service line to ensure there is a
recovery plan which has a high level in confidence of being delivered.

2.3

The overall performance by Service Line to 31 May 2022 are:

This table has been altered to reflect feedback from various parties

2.3.1 Looking at the Grants and Equity service line up to 31st March 2021 in year 1, 32 businesses
were awarded Capital Expenditure (CapEx) grants. All 32 committed to deliver new jobs
within 12 months, and part of the process is to ascertain evidence to support the jobs created
and also to ascertain their completion status. Those not able to complete result in a
reallocation of funds, and a re-baselining of the jobs committed. Consequently, the grants job

committed total for year one has been revised down from the 497 previously reported to show
439 new jobs, due to 58 jobs that companies will now not generate. Eight companies
withdrew completely, and one company reduced its job creation to three.
2.4

Programme outcomes and leading indicators to 31 May 2022 are:

This table has been altered to reflect feedback from various parties

3.

Growth Coaching Service Line Performance

3.1

Table breakdown of performance to 31 May 2022

3.2

Performance shown as a line and bar chart to 31 May 2022

3.2.1 Businesses provided with a diagnostic are just ahead of forecast, but with the forecast
trajectory in front of them, we are seeking a plan these will be met and also a high level of
confidence. While businesses starting coaching assignments actual is starting to fall behind
forecast, and will be closely monitored, it should be noted that performance data for this report
is as at 31st May 2022, so there is still a month of Q6 delivery (June) which is not included in
the data.
.

3.3

3.3.1

Business challenges cited by companies on their diagnostic forms. As with the previous
data, actuals are to the 31 May 2022, and thus further delivery is expected within Q6.

Businesses completing a diagnostic form are asked to give their reasons or business
challenges / concerns for engaging with Growth Works with Coaching. The table above lists
the reasons and the number of recorded entries against each (where a company may record
more than one reason). There are 4,283 in total, an increase of 282 entries in the month 1st to
31st May 2022.

•
•
•
•
•

Green bars indicate people and talent challenges. These make up 26.1% of entries
Grey bars indicate operational and infrastructure efficiency and effectiveness challenges.
These make up 21.8% of entries
Purple bars indicate growth specific challenges. These make up 32.5% of the entries
The brown bar indicates finance as a challenge. This makes up 15.2% of entries
Others (blue bar) make up 4.3% of entries.

3.4

Business Challenges by District.

3.5

Businesses starting coaching journeys (enrolled in Growth Coaching) by CPCA district. Data
shown is to 31 May 2022 as total to date.

3.6

Businesses starting coaching journeys (enrolled in Growth Coaching) by sector. Data
shown is to 31 May 2022.

3.6.1 At 31 May 2022 a total of 313 companies had started their coaching journeys through
enrolment in Growth Coaching.
• Green bars indicate sectors with eleven or more companies
• Brown bars indicate sectors with between six and ten companies
• Grey bars indicate sectors with between one and five companies.
• The Blue bar indicates ‘other’

3.7 Growth Coaching Service – ERDF Revenue / Nudge Grants

3.7.1 Value of ERDF ‘nudge grants’ with a grant offer letter:

3.7.2 The value of ERDF nudge grants for claiming are c.£400,000 behind profile. Growth Co has
conducted an audit to ensure processes in YTKO are compliant and robust, which they are,
and to ascertain why the level of committed businesses are not converting into actual
outcomes. Growth Co and officers in the Combined Authority are working closely with YTKO
and Gateley Economic Growth services to understand what the barriers are. In the meantime,
YTKO are developing a recovery plan which will be discussed in early July 2022.

3.8

The Growth Hub

3.8.1

Growth Hub Performance

3.8.2 The table above compares 2020 with 2022, as any comparison during Covid is not a good
comparison. The Growth Hub is seeing many start-ups coming through the libraries due to
their relationship with BIPC / Libraries. From July 2022 the Growth Hub will join up with the
Libraries / BIPC / NatWest to deliver start up clubs across the region starting off in Wisbech at
the Rosmini Centre.

4.

Inward Investment Service Line

4.1

The Inward Investment Service Line is building relationships with other trade promotion
agencies in order to support delegations from markets such as Canada, USS and South East
Asia into Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. The service was successful in being awarded
£400k of LGF recycled funding, which will be ratified by the Combined Authority Board on 27th

June 2022. The team plans to run additional market access programmes and marketing
campaigns to increase global awareness of the Combined Authority region.
4.2

The service has maintained its momentum in rallying international networks to drive lead
generation in absence of any marketing and the inward investment service landed two very
significant wins with average salaries ranging between £80-£150K; both for semi-conductor
companies with HQs in Germany and the USA. Both of these opportunities were globally
mobile, and the Combined Authority won these investments over both national and
international locations.

4.3

Table breakdown of performance to 31 May 2022:

4.4

Performance shown as a line and bar chart – Q6 targets are to 31 May 2022:

4.5

Summary of International Investment Services (IIS) global enquiries for the period to 31 May
2022

4.6

Inward Investment Service – origin of leads and sector coverage of leads for the period to
31 May 2022

4.7

Given the length of the contract and the fact that it takes on average 18 months for an
inward investment project to convert to a wind, the inward investment service line is
focusing on pipeline conversion rather than active organic lead generation. However, the
team is still sourcing 2 leads for every 1 lead sourced from DIT. In a meeting with the
programme director for the IST in the UK; the MD of Inward Investment was told that their
experience in the region was game changing since the origination of growth works and that
they were very impressed with the shifting of the dial in the 18 months of operation.

4.8

Inward investment – Pipeline for the period to 31 May 2022

4.9

Since January 2022, the team has increased by two staff. However, there is such a robust
pipeline that the team is required to focus on converting current pipeline, which reduces time
and capacity for active lead generation. As stated in 4.1 the service was successful in being
awarded £400,000 of LGF recycled funding, which was ratified by the Combined Authority
Board on 27th June 2022. Given that inward investment projects take an average of 18
months to convert, active lead generation from this point on would result in job creation
occurring post project end. There are multi-projects in the pipeline that would create more
than 100 jobs, so the team is putting their efforts into converting these to the benefit of the
Combined Authority with a lighter, yet attentive, touch given to the lower job creating
opportunities.

4.10

Good news stories for Inward Investment wins:

4.10.1 Codasip.
• German Semiconductor company establishing R&D operations in Cambridge.
• 40 high value R&D jobs, average salaries 80K
• Supported the company:
• Providing information about the regional tech/semiconductor capabilities
• Finding office space
• Connecting them with trade organisations
• Facilitating conversation to discuss on Skills support

4.10.2

SiFive
• USA Semiconductor company establishing R&D operations in Cambridge
• 100 high value R&D jobs, average salaries 150k
• Please see case below for further information
• Inward Investment actively promotes cross stream working across Growth Works and
the Tumeric Co Case study is a prime example; especially, as the team attracted this
company into Fenland and introduced them to Turkish Unicorn, Getir, to become part
of their supply chain. A great success for the Combined Authority.

5.

Skills Service Line

5.1

Growth Works with Skills are expected to meet Quarter 2 2022 targets.

5.2

There is a healthy pipeline for Quarter 3 and 4 in year 2. The team at Growth Works
with Skills have now adopted a key account management system, where they have
identified their top 60 companies to work with in addition to continuing their work
engaging with SMEs across the Combined Authority Area.

5.3

European Social Fund (ESF) outputs are currently at 90% of their target. It is
anticipated that they will remain on target to deliver all contractual ESF targets this
year.

5.4

The Digital Talent Platform continues to be developed. Targeted work will be focused
on careers in the next quarter.

5.5

Through the Careers and Enterprise Company (CEC) contract, work continues to offer
all 72 schools and colleges across the region support in achieving the Gatsby

Benchmarks, to promote and facilitate the delivery of excellent careers provision for all
young people.
5.6

The Careers Hub, which launched in September 2021, is exceeding its targets for its
first year of delivery. Growth Works with Skills will be responsible for the delivery of
the Career Hub expansion in academic year 2022-23.

5.7

Turning Point, the CRF funded project, is performing well. The team have been
granted an extension for delivery until December 2022.

5.8

Table of performance to 31 May 2022:

5.8.1 Performance shown as a line and bar chart to 31 May 2022:

6.

Grants & Equity Line Service

6.1

CapEx grants are led by YTKO and the overall performance of the CapEx grants is ahead of
profile, with only c£700,000 remaining from the overall budget of £4,800,000. As a result, and
to manage this, the Investment Appraisal Panel will now meet in September and December
2022 to discuss proposals, and it is expected this will then close in January 2023. The tables,
bar and line charts below show the performance in more detail.

6.2

Table breakdown of performance to 31 May 2022:

6.3

CapEx Grants - Performance shown as a line and bar chart to 31 May 2022:

6.4

CapEx grants awarded to businesses in Districts:

6.5

Equity grants - Performance shown as a line and bar chart to 31 May 2022:

6.6

Equity investments are slightly behind schedule and this is due to two main themes, one
being YTKO currently led on this and with ERDF nudge grants now behind schedule this
service line will be performed by Gately Economic Growth Services (GEG). This will allow
YTKO to focus on delivery of the ERDF nudge grants. GEG have prepared a detailed plan,
which is to be presented to Nigel Parkinson and Alan Downton for discussion and
agreement. Subject to this, then a formal change control request will be signed.

6.7

The other issue is the discussion at the Investment appraisal panel for potential investment
opportunities is taking longer than expected, and when they are in a satisfactory position the
due diligence is taking longer than anticipated, although both of these are probably down to
the Investment Appraisal Panel finding their feet with the process. The number of equity
investments is probably higher than we would expect to achieve and is based on £125,000
investment per business, when in fact it is likely, with the businesses we are seeing, to be the
upper limit of £250,000, so actually on 22 investments not 40 as stated above.

7.

Site Lantern Performance Portal

7.1

Site Lantern is being user tested by one person in each of the local economic development
teams within each district.

7.2

It will be rolled out further towards the end of July 2022

Significant Implications
8.

Financial Implications

8.1

There are no direct financial implications in the progress report.

9.

Legal Implications

9.1

There are no significant legal implications at this point.

10. Public Health implications
10.1

No public health implications.

11. Environmental and Climate Change Implications
11.1

No environmental or climate change implications.

12. Other Significant Implications
12.1

None.

13. Appendices
13.1

None.

14. Background Papers
14.1

None.

